Chapter Five

The CPR Tak es Over
“I consider this the best spot of any part of the world which I have ever visited, in which to live.” — Sir William
Van Horne, 1908

he St. Andrews Land Company’s days were numbered, but for awhile at least business
seemed good. An Algonquin ad for 1892 claimed that the hotel had hosted a total of 4,000 visitors in the first three seasons of 1889 to 1891, and after its 1892 season it had added another
1,000 guests to its books. If each of these guests had stayed only one night the occupancy rate would have
been only about twenty-five percent, but it was typical in those days for some to stay weeks, and some the
whole summer. As noted already, the Algonquin offered weekly, bi-weekly, and monthly rates to attract
this sort of clientele. The annual pronouncements by hotel managers that the season in question was the
best yet and that many had been turned away may have accurately reflected a stiff demand for accommodations at the Algonquin through the 1890s.
The hotel had a bit of help from the competition in March 1892 when the Argyll burned to the ground.
There was some irony here as Herbert had helped Gardiner purchase the lot for the Algonquin, which then
eclipsed his own hotel and gathered up the extra business after its destruction. Gardiner purchased the
Argyll lot in September 1892, after the Captain’s death, apparently with plans to construct a mammoth
hotel in its place. There was some incentive to do so. Both the hotel and the cottage businesses were reported to be taxed to the utmost. By November 1892 there were rumours afoot that the Land Company
proposed to enlarge the Algonquin and that the CPR was planning a summer hotel at Joe’s Point. At this
time Sir William Van Horne remarked that one summer hotel would not make a summer resort. The ex-
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citement this remark created among the townspeople
was further heightened when Van Horne expressed interest in creating an inn out of the old Osburn house.
Times were a bit tight economically, however, and the
full CPR directorate did not share the great man’s interest. Nothing was done by way of expanding existing
hotel facilities until the spring of 1895, when the Land
Company announced that it was planning an addition
to the Algonquin.
Eugene Fay and Albert Bell, the Land Company’s
secretary, were interviewed by a Saint John Telegraph
reporter in their rooms at the Royal Hotel, and there
divulged their assessment of the potential for increased
summer business in St. Andrews and the need for an
expanded hotel. Bell noted that the Land Company
was not making a large profit out of its enterprise thus
far, even though it was anticipating a rush the coming
summer and had had more guests the previous summer than it could well accommodate. He expressed the
opinion that the tide of American tourist travel had
only begun to flow this way, and was capable of wonderful development if attention were paid to it. All that
was necessary to boom the business was good hotel accommodation, as well as proper facilities for boating
and sea-bathing. With that aim in mind he stated that
the Algonquin would be enlarged and that the contract
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had already been closed with master carpenter Stevenson of St.
Stephen. The eighty-six by forty-three foot, six-story extension
would be tacked on the side of the hotel facing the harbour. The
sub-basement would contain apartments for male servants, along
with a children’s play room and a storage room. Above that would
be quarters for female servants, while the main floor would be occupied by a magnificent dining room. Above this would be new
bedrooms, some of which would be provided with bathrooms. The
old dining room would be used as a children’s and servants’ dining
room, sewing room, and parlour. The whole would be completed
by mid-June, and the contract price was approximately $15,000.
The architect was Henry M. Nourse of Boston.
That winter construction was pushed vigorously and by
June the annex was done. The first ad for the enlarged Algonquin
trumpeted its offerings, “The immense wing, constructed this
year, increases the capacity of the house fifty percent, affording
guestrooms en suite with private baths and toilets, a new dining hall seating 250 guests, an amusement room for entertainments and dancing; a children’s and nurses’ dining room, a ladies’ writing and sitting room, and an
amateur photographers’ darkroom.”
The two most prominent features of the new wing were the enlarged
dining room and extended piazza. The new dining room was forty-four
by eighty-four feet and was capable of seating 300 people. The walls were
painted an appealing shade of green, with a dado and ceiling of eggshell
white. The large veranda had been extended the length of the new wing and
the pagoda was moved to the end. For those so inclined, nine laps of the piazza would make an even mile. For the first time the hotel had fire escapes,
which, the Beacon reported, “it is sincerely hoped, will never have to be
used.”
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In addition to the annex, a separate powerhouse, laundry,
and coal house were built next to the hotel on Carleton Street.
Staff had been inconveniently quartered in a separate building
until then and guests had complained of the noise of the boilers.
Now the boilers were moved out and the staff moved in.
Stylistically, the enlarged Algonquin was not the most pleasing of compositions. The old hotel had been designed as a unit and,
though asymmetrical, was beautifully balanced. The annex upset this
balance with a jumble of angles and roof lines. It was very high on the
harbour side, creating an awkward taper to the building as a whole and
giving the impression of an extrusion from the old building rather than
being integrated with it. This impression was heightened because the addition also extended from the old building at an angle to enable more rooms to
be fitted within the property line.
The enlarged Algonquin of 1895, however, shone with extra brilliance because this was the year when, as a part of its plan to attract more
Americans, the Land Company got into the golf game. Golf was booming in
the environs of New York and Boston, and in 1894 the Algonquin Golf Club,
possibly the first in New Brunswick or the Maritimes, had been created by
T.R. Wheelock and A.N. Allen of Boston, R.S. Gardiner, William J. Winch,
and William Hope and a Mr. Allen of Montreal, with Winch as its first
president. A small links was laid out by Winch in front of the hotel itself. It
was little nine-hole, pitch-and-putt affair, occupying some ten acres of land
stretching from the present swimming pool across Prince of Wales Street to
land adjacent to Fort Tipperary. A Will MacKay photo of the hotel with its
new annex in 1895 shows a number four flag in the foreground. The game
was immediately popular with the guests, and the next year a nine-hole
course was laid out at Joe’s Point. It was a small course of only 2,163 yards. In
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